CAPTAIN BRO LEADS BP 20 POINT
EXPLOSION AT CHRISTOPHER LEON
GARIBIAN M.G.A. …SWEEPER BUNHOOCHER GETS No. 5 AND ONE FOR
THE THUMB AT ARCH’S…

STAFF WRITER Professor Go-Go Jones
(LOPATCONG, NJ) – You got to love the way
Beer Pressure is run. My instincts tell me this is the
tightest ship in the galley. Beer Pressure has a very
strong team philosophy. They hang together after
events, more so than any other team, they rent
houses on multiday events and organize dinners at
these locations, and they have their own home and
away golf shirts with a Beer Pressure logo. Yes,
they might not have made it to the playoffs that
often, but does that really matter? I personally don’t
think that is such a big deal. Who needs another tin
cup to dust?
Many other teams are always shifting players to and
from; Drafting players and cutting teammates to
improve their chances of attaining the Red Lion.
The Beer Pressure team on the other hand is a
beacon of stability and there is little turnover, and
that says much. To me who you play with is more
important than, having to play with some whackedout-pole-up-the-ass-uptight golfer. The type of guy
that thinks golf is a religion. Please spare me the
f$cking drama that these types often bring, and

make sure they bring a sharp razor blade, so they
can slit their wrists after losing their match.
Beer Pressure got off to a very hot start in 2021, led
by their hot stick Eduardo “Irish Moses” Clark in
his first five or so tours, and also directed by a very
competent Captain, Christopher Lee Brovich. When
summer arrived the glory of spring had faded, and
Beer Pressure was back in the cellar.
Going into the July 31 final Major at Architects
Golf Club, Beer Pressure was close to 15 points
behind, the 8-seeded Double Down. It was now or
never, and Captain Brovich led the charge at this
year’s Garibian M.G.A. XXXI. It was his “best
round ever played”, and Mr. Brovich claimed, “I
stayed out of all the sand traps and was getting up
and down.” When the dust had settled, Christopher
Lee Brovich had topped the entire 118-player field
with a net 33-30-63, and edged Bagger Sullivan of
Money Shot who finished Runner Up with a 33-3265. Mr. Brovich’s best round ever was his gross on
this day, a sizzling 40-37-77.
Beer Pressure on this afternoon would explode for
20 points, and take down King Dominic Cutillo’s
Double Downers from their No. 8 Seed standing.
Four BP soldiers would secure Top 20 Top Finish
slots and points and they included Captain
Christopher Lee Brovich, Ryan German, David
“The Big Moe” Moehring, and Willie Stout AKA
Mr. Big. Beer Pressure rose to the occasion at the
Garibian MGA, and when the sun settled-down they
were No. 8.
Sweeper Report
How could a guy who is only 140 pounds, hit the
ball that damn far? Well, if you are talking about
Sweeper Cresci, and his flawless swing, this feat of
magic is understandable. One of the most fluid
swings on the GMA Tour. Jonathan Cresci, of
Keyport, New Jersey, certainly has talent. Cresci
comes from the same mold as Anthony Sena, as
they both are super athletes.
In this year’s Garibian MGA Sweeper-BunHoocher was the top Low Gross Gun. Of the 118

players in this event, Sweeper was the best posting a
38-34-72, to edge a very red-hot German Boy –
Graeme Schultz via a tiebreaker. Mr. Schultz went
37-35-72. Sweeper turned on the juice after 12, and
finished very strong going birdie, par, par, birdie,
birdie, and par. The Big Mac, Michael Sabbagh and
Field General Stephen Charles Suk all pushed for
bronze with 73’s.

King VS Queen
In the highly promoted match of the Year where it
was King Dominoe’s Cutillo versus the Queen Bee
Lisa Coe, it was somewhat of a mis-match. The
mighty King was up by 2 at the turn, and sent the
Queen Bee to the canvas on No. 15. With the
pressure on, King Dom Cutillo delivered the goods
posting a stellar gross round of 39-39-78. This
earned him the glory, and the soon to be satisfaction
of watching Mr. Arthur Penny, who wagered on the
Queen, and will now be forced by his lost bet into
dressing like a lady-in-skirt for our Hawk Pointe
event, on August 23.

